




status of a certain portion of the original SMGR. That oversight entails a failure to recognize the
boundary of the refuge as defined by the 1924 Presidential Proclamation that created the new 
SMGR and established its boundaries (see Proclamation and SMGR map attached). At some point
in the last century, the U.S. Forest Service arbitrarily decided to change the SMGR management
prescriptions for a portion of the SMGR refuge located west and south of the original boundary. 
This large parcel of roughly 3,000 acres has since been managed as if it had never been a part of
the original SMGR despite FS mapping as late as 2018 that showed the original SMGR boundary
lines as intact (see ALP Land Status and Encumbrance Map attached). A recent FOIA request as 
submitted by the Sierra Club to the FS produced no record of a change in its management status.

(see Exhibit 5 - 3,000 acre exclusion). However, in recent years, the FS in concert with WGFD, did
agree to jointly create a "de facto" return to the original SMGR boundary by imposing a road 
closure order to protect wintering wildlife (see Decision Memo, April 28, 2016). Hence, the USFS
should immediately endeavor to restore the $MGR to its original boundaries as no justification 
can be shown for the changes. A failure to correct this situation could allow additional roads and 
trails to be built, significant range conditions to deteriorate, wildlife corridors and seasonal game
occupation to be permanently altered, inappropriate management prescriptions implimented

that would violate the semi-roadless and otherwise pristine quality of said acreage and hence 

necessitating possible litigation to enjoin the FS from implementing the invalid EIS management
prescription on the improperly redesignated 3,000 acres. 

Regrettably, the "new revised LaVA plan" did little to resolve the subjects raised in this and
many other submissions and ignored many issues raised heretofore. Issues that had been raised 
were not fully explored, i.e., poor recovery of logged areas where some sites had no regneration
after some wild fires, huge increases in (800 %) ccf annual rates, failure to describe measures to
protect the closed temporary roads, numerous unjustified NEPA rule exclusions, etc. Worse yet, 
some subjects were ignored totally again, i.e., the 3,000 acre parcel south and west of Fox Creek.

Thank you for this opportunity to improve and or enhance the final EIS and please give
these objections and constructive suggestions their due consideration. I remain,

Respectfully yours,

Signed: � J:) _ i� UJ2-0 

Exhibits: Attachment A - 1924 Coolidge Seventh Proclamation: SMGR
Map - Sheep Mountain Game Refuge, Circa 1924 
Forest Service - ALP Land Status and Encumbrance Map, 3-7-2018 
Decision Memo for Changes to Eastern Snowy Range Seasonal Big Game Road Closures
Exhibit 5 - 3,000 acre exclusion
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